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Response to elongational flow is fundamental to soft matter and directly impacts new developments in a
broad range of technologies form polymer processing and microfluidics to controlled flow in biosystems.
Of particular significance are the effects of elongational flow on self-assembled systems where the
interactions between the fundamental building blocks control their adaptation. Here we probe the effects of
associating groups on the structure and dynamics of linear polymer melts in uniaxial elongation using
molecular dynamics simulations. We study model polymers with randomly incorporated backbone
associations with interaction strengths varying from 1kBT to 10kBT. These associating groups drive the
formation of clusters in equilibrium with an average size that increases with interaction strength. Flow
drives these clusters to continuously break and reform as chains stretch. These flow-driven cluster
dynamics drive a qualitative transition in polymer elongation dynamics from homogeneous to nanoscale
localized yield and cavitation as the association strength increases.
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Response to elongational forces is fundamental to what
makes soft matter soft, and it encapsulates a broad range
of phenomena. Dense complex fluids, from slurries and
colloids to blood flow, and industrially processed polymers,
either form or function under elongational flow [1–3]. The
shape, the dimensions, and the adaptability of the building
blocks of these complex fluids determine their structure and
dynamics during elongation. Polymer melts are one such
dense system with immense technological significance
[4–6] that are routinely processed under elongational flow.
Many of these macromolecules contain associating groups
that are critical for their technological function and at the
same time drive unique rheological behavior. While the
challenges in processing of associative polymers have been
long realized [7–11], little is known about the response of
these complex fluids to uniaxial elongational flow. Here,
using molecular dynamics simulations, we show that the
heterogeneous breakup of the associative clusters under
flow drive dynamic heterogeneity of chains and create
nanostructured flow patterns that significantly alter the

processing of these complex fluids. Under strong flow the
associative clusters rapidly break up and reform. We show
that at the highest flow rates, the cluster-size distribution
becomes independent of the strength of the associating
groups as the flow becomes so strong that it overpowers the
associative interactions, resulting in a convergence of the
terminal viscosity at high flow rate.
Formation of associative polymer complexes is driven by

a variety of molecular interactions including hydrogen
bonding, π-π interactions, metal-ligand coordination, and
long-lived ionic interactions [12,13]. These mechanisms
can differ substantially in the coordination and cohesive
strength of their associations. Hydrogen bonding and π-π
interactions are governed by short-range interactions with
strengths of association that depend on the polarizability
and steric interactions of the associating groups. In contrast,
ionizable associating groups exhibit long-range forces and
thus result in large clusters with complex nanostructures
that control the structure, dynamics, and rheological
response of ionic polymers [14]. However, the impact of
the interaction strength of the associating groups influences
the structure of the clusters under elongational flow and
their resulting impact on the overall flow response remains
unknown.
The technological impact of elongational flow on com-

plex fluids formed by polymers has motivated a number of
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experimental and computational studies. For nonassociat-
ing systems, several recent experimental efforts have
probed the structure and rheology of entangled
[10,11,15,16] and unentangled [16–18] homopolymer
melts and solutions in extensional flows where the degree
of entanglement controls their viscoelastic response. These
studies have observed that strong extensional flows sig-
nificantly elongate polymer chains as expected, but gen-
erate distinct trends in nonlinear viscosities that vary with
elongation rate, molecular weight N, entanglement seg-
ment length Ne [19,20], dilution ϕ [21,22], and proximity
to the glass transition temperature Tg [23].
Molecular dynamics simulations have been able to relate

some of these trends in nonlinear rheology to changes in
viscous dissipation as chains become highly elongated in
melts and solutions [24–27]. O’Connor and co-workers
[24,25] recently showed that the rate dependence of the
extensional viscosity of homopolymer melts changes with
molecular weight N due to a crossover in dissipation
mechanism as elongation rates increase. At low rates,
the dissipation is dominated by diffusive relaxation of
chain conformations, whereas at high rates the dissipation
is dominated by the advective drag of the flow field on the
elongated chains. Polymer solutions also exhibit a sharp
distinction between their equilibrium modes of dissipation
and their nonequilibrium dissipation in elongated states.
Recent theoretical models were successful in predicting the
rate-dependent viscosity of elongated systems observed in
experiments. These models promote tube model parameters
like the monomeric friction and entanglement density to
dynamic variables that can evolve as functions of the
nonequilibrium chain order [26,28–31].
Less is known for associating systems in nonlinear

elongation. For ionic polymers, Shabbir and co-workers
[15,16] and Wu et al. [18] reported that increasing the
strength of the associating groups increases the elastic
modulus and decreases processability. These authors
showed that extension rates faster than the reciprocal of
the associating group lifetime lead to brittle failure and
extension rates slower than the reciprocal of the associating
group lifetime lead to continuous stretching that nearly
reaches steady state at the highest Hencky strain∼5. Hinton
and co-workers [10,11] demonstrated that weakening the
strength of the association from that of ionic interactions to
hydrogen bonding further decreased the elastic modulus
and only moderately increases processability. Recently,
Schaefer et al. [32] developed theories that predict that the
intermolecular reversible cross-links in silk proteins can
shift the alignment-to-stretch transition of semidilute poly-
mers to much smaller strain rates. Schaefer and McLeish
[33] also found that intermolecular associations in silk can
also reduce the critical specific work for flow-induced
crystallization.
Here we employ molecular simulations to study the

structural evolution and rheological behavior of associating

polymer melts under elongation flow. The complexity of
the system is reduced by using a coarse-grained bead-
spring model in which the association groups are incorpo-
rated in the form of beads with stronger cohesive attraction.
These “sticky beads” are randomly distributed along the
chain backbone [34]. The strength of the interaction
between associating groups is varied from 1kBT to
10kBT. The lower end of this range is characteristic of
the interaction energies that drive copolymer assembly.
With increasing interaction strength, the model captures the
association of polar groups, such as those present in
nonionic surfactants, and our largest interactions approach
ionic interaction strengths. This range is sufficient to
produce qualitative changes in both the equilibrium cluster
structure and nonlinear flow behavior of our associating
melts, as illustrated in Fig. 1.
Polymers are modeled with a fully flexible bead-spring

model [35]. A homopolymer melt with no associating
groups of 500 linear chains of length N ¼ 100 beads of
mass m and diameter σ were first constructed following
the procedure of Auhl et al. [36]. The beads are connected
with finitely extensible springs. The beads interact with a
Lennard-Jones (LJ) potential with a length scale σ, cutoff
rcut ¼ 2.5σ, and energy scale εαβ. The indices αβ are either
1 or 2 and indicate bead type. We include associativity by
using two types of beads. Nonassociating beads are type 1
and interact with a LJ cohesion strength ε11. After the
homopolymer melt is equilibrated, we randomly select five
beads on each chain to be associating beads of type 2. The
cohesion between associating groups is modeled by setting
the LJ interaction strength ε22 ≥ ε11. The cross term is set to
ε12 ¼ ε11 so that only pairs of associating beads experience

FIG. 1. Snapshots illustrating chain stretching for associating
group strength α ¼ 1, 3, and 6 for Wi ¼ 0.5, 4, and 32 at strain
ε ¼ 10. For clarity, 1=4 of systems are shown. Chains are colored
according to their end-to-end distance R.
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excess cohesion. Each system is then run for 107τ, where
τ ¼ σ ðm=ε11Þ1=2, until the average cluster size of the
associating groups no longer changes [34]. All simulated
melts are maintained at a temperature T ¼ ε11=kB, which is
∼2Tg [37] and we vary the dimensionless ratio α ¼ ε22=ε11
from 1 to 10 such that interaction energy between asso-
ciating beads ranges from 1kBT to 10kBT.
The equations of motion are integrated with a time step

Δt ¼ 0.01τ at temperature T ¼ ε11=kB with a thermostat
damping time of 10τ and density ρ ≈ 0.89σ−3. To model
uniaxial extensional flow, melts are elongated along the z
axis of the simulation box at a constant Hencky strain
rate _ε≡ ∂Λ=∂t, where Λ is the stretch ratio along the z
axis. Since polymers are nearly incompressible, the two
perpendicular directions both contract as Λ−1=2. Flow is
maintained by integrating the g-SLLOD equations of
motion [38] with a Nosé-Hoover thermostat. The simu-
lation box is regularly remapped during flow with gener-
alized Kraynik-Reinelt boundary conditions to prevent
the simulation cell from becoming too skewed [39,40].
During flow, we measure the extensional stress σE ¼ σzz −
0.5ðσxx þ σyyÞ and the transient extensional viscosity
(stress-growth coefficient) ηþE ðεÞ ¼ σE=_ε.
Unlike experiments, simulations with periodic boundary

conditions can maintain uniaxial elongation flows of bulk
fluids to arbitrarily large strains. This allows us to maintain
flows well past experimental limits and accumulate suffi-
cient statistics to resolve distributions for cluster sizes and
chain conformations over large strains. The stress reaches a
time-independent plateau after a true strain of ε ¼ 4,
as shown in Fig. 2(a). The results reported here are
obtained by averaging simulation data over a strain interval
ε ¼ 5–10, which we refer to as steady state. In this regime
all measured quantities such as the average end-to-end
distance hRi of the chains and cluster distribution do not
change. Over this range of strain, the stress fluctuates (due
to finite size effects) about a well-defined average value. In
this regime we denote the average steady-state viscosity by
ηE to distinguish from the early time transient viscosity

ηþE ðεÞ. We note that this interval is given in true strain such
that the range of ε ¼ 5–10 corresponds to stretch ratios λ
from ∼150 to 22 000. This interval, enabled by periodic
simulations, is much larger than can be assessed by
experiments and thus provides the first microscopic insight
into the steady-state extensional flow of associating
polymers.
The strength of flow is measured in terms of a dimen-

sionless Weissenberg number Wi ¼ _ετR, where τR ¼ τeZ2

is the Rouse time [41] for chains in a melt with no
associating groups (α ¼ 1). The Rouse time is the longest
dissipative relaxation time for a linear chain in the absence
of entanglements, τe is the entanglement time, and Z ¼
N=Ne is the number of entanglements per chain, where Ne
is the entanglement length. Measuring the strength of the
flow in terms of Wi and the degree of entanglements in
terms of Z allows a direct comparison with experimental
result. Previous work on linear [24], ring [42], and ring-
linear blends [43] shows excellent agreement between the
experimentally observed extensional viscosity and simu-
lation results using the model studied here. For the fully
flexible model used here, Ne ∼ 84 [44,45], τe ¼ 104τ [46],
and we vary Wi from 0.1 to 32. All simulations were run
using the Large Scale Atomic Molecular Massively Parallel
Simulator (LAMMPS) [47] software.
The start-up extensional viscosities ηþE ðεÞ versus ε for

Wi ¼ 4 for melts with interaction ratio α varying from 1 to
10 are plotted in Fig. 2(a). As α increases, our simulations
capture the experimentally [10] observed transition from
steady flow to solidlike yield and failure. For α ≤ 4, ηþE ðεÞ
increases monotonically until approaching a plateau at
large strain. For α ¼ 6, the startup viscosity increases
nonmonotonically, exhibiting an overshoot around strain
ε ∼ 2 and reaches a steady state by ε ∼ 4. As illustrated in
Fig. 1, this change in behavior is associated with the
heterogeneous breakup and flow of the system. For α ≥ 8,
the stress maximum becomes more pronounced and is
followed by a sudden drop in stress due to rapid strain
localization and cavity formation. These cavitation events,

FIG. 2. (a) Transient extensional viscosity ηþE ðεÞ as a function of Hencky strain ε for association strengths α ¼ 1, 3, 4, 6, 8, and 10 at a
Wi ¼ 4. A cross indicates the strain at which cavities are observed for α ¼ 8 and 10. (b) Terminal viscosities computed by averaging ηE
over the strain interval from 5 to 10 versus Wi for α ¼ 1, 3, 4, and 6.
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shown in Fig. 3, are probably precursors to the runaway
strain localization and macroscopic failure observed in
filament stretching experiments [10].
The transition to solidlike yield, as the interaction ratio α

increases, produces a massive rise in the terminal exten-
sional viscosity, as shown in Fig. 2(b) for α from 1 to 6 and
Wi from 0.5 to 32. At Wi ¼ 0.5, ηE increases by 2 orders of
magnitude as α increases from 1 to 6. Considering that only
5% of monomers are driving this large change in macro-
scopic dissipation, it is no wonder that these materials are
so challenging to formulate and process. While all systems
differ in dramatically in their dissipation at low Wi, they
all approach a similar plateau in viscosity at high rates,
Wi > 10. This convergence appears to be due to fragmen-
tation of the clusters in sufficiently strong flows. In
equilibrium, the average size of clusters increases signifi-
cantly with increasing interaction ratio α [34], but we will
show that strong extensional flow breaks up these clusters
into smaller fragments. In nonassociating homopolymers,
stress growth and steady-state dissipation are controlled by
chain conformations elongating within the entanglement
network. However, for these strongly associating systems,
polymer elongation is instead mediated—or locally
hindered—by chains coupling to a transient network of
associating clusters. This produces enhanced strain hard-
ening at all elongation rates, as shown in Fig. 4(a) which
compares the stress-strain curves of α ¼ 1 and 6 systems
for Wi from 0.5 to 32. Associating melts show large and
roughly linear growth in stress with strain at all rates, while
nonassociating melts exhibit much lower initial slopes and
delayed strain hardening that only becomes appreciable
above strains ∼2.
The large stresses produced by elongating the chains

drive the breakup of larger clusters of associating beads,
reducing the average cluster size as shown in Fig. 4(b).
A cluster’s size is defined by the number of associating
beads within 1.5σ of another member of the cluster.
Similar results are obtained for cutoff distances of 1.4σ
and 1.6σ. The average cluster size decreases gradually with
increasing extensional stress and reaches a constant
value for strains ε ∼ 3. This cluster fragmentation process
alters the temporary network and the coupling of chain

conformations to the macroscopic flow, which can produce
the heterogeneous behavior seen in Fig. 1.
The probabilities PðNcÞ of associating clusters of sizes

Nc for α ¼ 2–6 are shown in Fig. 5 for equilibrium and for
Wi ¼ 1 and 8. The average hNci for all systems and Wi are
shown in the inset of Fig. 5(c). In equilibrium, both PðNcÞ
and the average cluster size Nc change significantly and
qualitatively as the strength of the associating groups
increases from α ¼ 2 to 6. At α ¼ 2, the most common
cluster size is ∼1 bead with a tail extending to larger sizes.
As strength increases, PðNcÞ develops a well-defined peak
of larger clusters. However, these differences diminish
with increasing Wi as the flow breaks up larger clusters
into smaller ones, producing distributions at low Nc that
converge toward a common curve. Notably, for α ¼ 6, the
system has no small clusters (Nc < 10) in equilibrium, but
by Wi ¼ 8, the flow-induced fragmentation process gen-
erates a distribution of small clusters that is qualitatively
like the distributions of systems with weaker associations.
At the highest Wi, PðNcÞ becomes independent of α as the
flow becomes so strong that it overpowers the associative
interactions. This coincides with the high-rate convergence
of the terminal viscosity [Fig. 2(b)]. In this regime,
advection drives the clusters to form and dissolve so
rapidly that the viscosity becomes independent of the
strength of the associating groups.
To capture these kinetics, the average contact lifetime of

two associating beads was determined by measuring the
time two associating groups remain continuously in con-
tact. Here, two beads are in contact if separated by a
distance less than 1.5σ. In equilibrium, for α > 3 the
average contact lifetime is immeasurably large (larger than
the simulation time). However, under flow, the average
lifetimes are significantly reduced as most associating
groups stay in contact for very short times, less than 0.5τ,

FIG. 3. Snapshots of systems with interaction ratio α ¼ 10with
cavities for Wi ¼ 4 at strain ε ¼ 0, 2.4 (maximum stress) and
ε ¼ 3. Nonassociating beads, stickers, and cavities are visualized
by red, yellow, and blue colors, respectively.

FIG. 4. (a) Extensional stress σex for interaction ratio α ¼ 1
(dashed lines) and 6 (solid lines) and (b) average cluster size hNci
as a function of strain ε for α ¼ 6 and Wi ¼ 0.5, 4, 16, and 32.
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before separating. This indicates that cluster fragmentation
is dominated by advection, especially as cluster strengths
increase. Interestingly, while fragmentation depends on
mean cluster sizes, we find that the distribution of pairwise
contact lifetimes becomes independent of Wi for large Wi.
The heterogeneous breakup of clusters drives a dynamic

heterogeneity in the elongation of individual polymer
chains. Figure 6 shows the probability distributions PðRÞ
of the end-to-end distances R of chains at several strains for
Wi ¼ 0.5, 4, and 32. For the nonassociating system
(α ¼ 1), a narrow distribution at small R in equilibrium
transitions to a narrow distribution at a large R by moving
through a transient broad distribution. This intermediate
broadening occurs because the susceptibility of individual
chains to align in the flows depends upon their initial
orientation and conformation, but eventually all the chains
become elongated to a degree that increases with increasing

Wi [24,25]. For strongly interacting associating groups
(α ¼ 6), a fraction of chains stretch out, broadening the
distribution, while other chains resist alignment because
they are trapped within unyielding associating complexes.
This produces a broad bimodal PðRÞ as strain localizes and
is accommodated by some chains that have been pulled taut
enough to break free of anchoring points within large
clusters.
The heterogeneous elongation of chains produces a self-

reinforcing feedback with the cluster dynamics. As chains
elongate toward full extension, they must maintain their
backbone contour length, which inhibits the advection
of larger clusters. This tends to reduce the size of clusters
that elongated chains can participate in, which makes them
even easier to elongate, further amplifying the effect. This
feedback produces cross-correlations in PðRÞ and PðNcÞ.
These results highlight that chain and cluster dynamics are

FIG. 5. Probability PðNcÞ as a function of cluster size Nc for interaction ratio α ¼ 2–6, (a) at equilibrium, (b) for Wi ¼ 1, and
(c) Wi ¼ 8. The inset shows the average cluster size hNci as a function of Wi for corresponding systems.

FIG. 6. Distribution function PðRÞ of the end-to-end distance R for α ¼ 1, 3, and 6 for Wi ¼ 0.5, 4, and 32 for strain ε ¼ 1, 2, and 5.
Black and blue dot-dashed lines correspond to PðRÞ for equilibrium and average over strain interval 5–10, respectively.
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highly correlated during nonlinear flow, and that these
correlations can produce large changes in nanoscale struc-
ture and dynamics that can be used to engineer the
nanoscale response of associating polymers to macroscopic
deformations.
Our simulations have identified how a small fraction

of associating groups along polymer backbones can dra-
matically alter the structure, dynamics, and deformation
behavior of unentangled polymer melts. Increasing the
association strength dramatically enhances both the
extensional viscosity and strain hardening until systems
eventually develop a yieldlike overshoot and fail by
cavitation. For intermediate interaction strengths
∼3–6kBT and low rates, systems flow with an additional
dissipation due to the work of breaking associations.
As rates increase, chains develop a bimodal, stretching
dynamics due to the heterogeneous breakup of associat-
ing clusters that localizes elongation in a fraction of the
chains. Elongated chains hinder cluster convection and
rapidly pull out of larger clusters, which makes it easier
for them to elongate further.
In the limit of high strain rates, the viscous dissipation of

all systems converges toward a common value independent
of association strength α and strain rate. This appears to
be due to the correlated dynamics of chain elongation and
clusters fragmentation driving the cluster-size distri-
bution PðNcÞ toward a system-independent distribution
in strong flow.
Our results suggest that its unlikely experiments can get

to a strain interval where there is a robust steady state as the
dynamics are too slow relative to the strain limitations of
experiments. However, these distributions can still be
useful tools for understanding these highly correlated
dynamics in transient flows. The approach of all systems
toward a common limiting distribution at high rates
provides a useful way point for rationalizing processing
trends and constructing new theories. It also raises funda-
mental questions about whether similar behaviors occur
during the elongation of other aggregating systems, such as
physical gels. These correlations between cluster frag-
ments, chain stretching, and elongational flow offer new
insights into the rich mechanisms governing the rheology
of a large class of soft matter systems.
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